Accurate, Reliable Performance
Servo Driven Filler
Optional Camera Based Vision System

The Model 48-10S Slat Filler is servo controlled for precise, high speed and repeatable tablet filling operations.

MODULAR PACKAGING SYSTEMS, INC.
385 Franklin Ave Unit C. Rockaway, New Jersey 07866
Telephone: (973) 970-9393 Fax: (973) 970-9388
Email: sales@modularpackaging.com
Main Features:

- GMP design
- 48 slat operation
- Allen Bradley PLC and HMI controls
- Servo driven slat & feedscrew motors
- Encoder feedback for accurate slat positioning
- Two independent zones of electromagnetic vibration
- Timing screw drive for accurate alignment of containers
- Able to run with all fill slats - no blanks required
- High efficiency dust extraction
- Tool-less changeover